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Abstract The location of ultralow-frequency (ULF) quasi-monochromatic wave onset upstream of Venus
bow shock is explored using Venus Express magnetic ﬁeld data. We report the existence of a spatial
foreshock boundary behind which ULF waves are present. We have found that the ULF wave boundary at
Venus is sensitive to the interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) direction like the terrestrial one and appears well
deﬁned for a cone angle larger than 30°. In the Venusian foreshock, the inclination angle of the wave
boundary with respect to the Sun-Venus direction increases with the IMF cone angle. We also found that for
the IMF nominal direction (θBX = 36°) at Venus’ orbit, the value of this inclination angle is 70°. Moreover, we
have found that the inferred velocity of an ion traveling along the ULF boundary is in a qualitative agreement
with a quasi-adiabatic reﬂection of a portion of the solar wind at the bow shock. For an IMF nominal direction
at Venus, the inferred bulk speed of ions traveling along this boundary is 1.07 VSW, sufﬁciently enough to
overcome the solar wind convection. This strongly suggests that the backstreaming ions upstream of the
Venusian bow shock provide the main energy source for the ULF waves.

1. Introduction
In front of a planetary bow shock, foreshock is ﬁlled with backstreaming ions and associated wave activities.
The terrestrial foreshock is a rich plasma medium populated by thermal and suprathermal particles as well as
ultralow-frequency (ULF) waves with various wave spectra (Eastwood et al., 2005a; Fairﬁeld, 1969; Fuselier,
1994, 1995; Gosling et al., 1978; Hoppe et al., 1981; Paschmann et al., 1979; Russell & Hoppe, 1983). Similar
observations have also been reported at other planets such as Saturn and Mercury (e.g., Bertucci et al.,
2007; Le et al., 2013), Jupiter (e.g., Bavassano-Cattaneo et al., 1987) as well as at interplanetary shocks (e.g.,
Blanco-Cano et al., 2016; Wilson, 2016, and references therein). Theoretical studies have found that the ULF
waves result from the interaction between backstreaming ions emanating from the shock surface and the
solar wind ﬂow (e.g., Gary, 1993). Types of backstreaming ions include ﬁeld-aligned beams (FABs), intermediate gyrating ions, and diffuse ion populations (e.g., Bonifazi & Moreno, 1981; Fuselier, 1994; Gosling et al.,
1978). Foreshock ion populations occupy distinct regions (Bonifazi & Moreno, 1981), which implies the existence of boundaries between them. These boundaries are spatial frontiers between two adjacent regions
characterized by distinct features (like FABs region and gyrating ions region (Mazelle et al., 2003; Meziane
et al., 2004). A rapid rotation of the interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) makes the spacecraft magnetic connections before and after the rotation far from each other. This explains why in the present study the selected
events are based on a small IMF monotonic rotation; otherwise the crossing of the boundary cannot be
localized precisely (Andrés et al., 2015, hereafter A15). Moreover, the observed association of waves with
backstreaming ions reveals the physical mechanisms of production of ion populations involved. While the
FABs produced at the shock have never been observed with ULF waves, the other types of ion populations
are usually associated with large-amplitude magnetic ﬂuctuations. For instance, gyrophase-bunched ions
(>3 RE from a bow shock) are generally observed with quasi-monochromatic ULF waves, while diffuse ions
and some intermediate ions are seen with waves characterized by a wider spectrum (e.g., Fuselier et al., 1986;
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Hoppe & Russell, 1982, 1983; Wilson, 2016; Wu et al., 2015). Theoretical (e.g., Akimoto et al., 1993; Gary, 1991;
Lee, 1982; Winske & Leroy, 1984) and observational (e.g., Eastwood et al., 2005b; Eastwood, Lucek, et al., 2005;
Hobara, Walker, Balikhin, et al., 2007; Hobara, Walker, Dunlop, et al., 2007; Mazelle et al., 2003) studies offer
strong evidence that FABs provide the free energy for wave excitation.
Greenstadt and Baum (1986, hereafter GB86) pioneered the ﬁrst observations of wave foreshock boundary
study at the terrestrial bow shock. Based on ISEE data, they reported the existence of a spatial boundary
separating the region where ULF waves are present from a region where these waves are absent. The locations of the boundaries are sensitive to the IMF cone angle θBX (angle between IMF line and planet-Sun direction). Using particle data, Meziane and d’Uston (1998, hereafter MD98) demonstrated the existence of an
intermediate-gyrating ion boundary that coincides with the ULF boundary previously reported by GB86
when the cone angle equals to 45°. For the cone angle range from 20° to 30°, the locations of boundaries
differ signiﬁcantly. Using Cluster data, Meziane et al. (2004) reported for the ﬁrst time a spatial transition
between FABs and gyrating ions and demonstrated that the transition coincides with the ULF compressional
boundary. Using Cluster magnetic ﬁeld and particle data, A15 recently revisited the terrestrial compressional
ULF wave foreshock boundary. In the last study, stringent criteria were used to identify the boundary crossing. Precisely only the entries or exits of ULF waves occurring for an IMF rotation α ≤ 12.5° were taken into
account. For this kind of analysis, this choice is dictated by the shape of the histogram of the rotation angle
and not by any speciﬁc physical consideration. A smaller limit would correspond to more stationary IMF
conditions but would reduce signiﬁcantly the statistics. The criterion allows a precise location of the boundary crossing. The A15 study, based on the new identiﬁcation of IMF angle criterion, raised more accurate
results of the foreshock wave boundary for quasi-stationary IMF condition than GB86.
Studies of foreshock boundary provide insights on the physical processes occurring upstream of the bow
shock. It is now established that the propagation, relative to the incident solar wind, of FABs originating from
the region such as 30° < θBn < 70° (Bonifazi & Moreno, 1981) induces electromagnetic instabilities. The
excited waves in return disrupt the ion beam leading to the formation of gyrating and intermediate ions
(Mazelle et al., 2000, 2003). The location where the FABs are disrupted coincides with the appearance of magnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctuations having substantial amplitude. This transition is important since it reﬂects the tangible
effects where wave-particle interactions occur. There are several recent simulation studies about the foreshock boundary (e.g., Blanco-Cano et al., 2009; Kempf et al., 2015; Omidi et al., 2013; Savoini & Lembège,
2015). Theoretical investigations of the foreshock ULF wave boundary are quite complex. To locate the wave
boundary, Skadron et al. (1988) present a self-consistent spatiotemporal study to examine the evolution of an
initial suprathermal ion population restricted in pitch angle, propagating in the solar wind plasma. Although
the model is in very good agreement with observations (Meziane et al., 2004), additional studies are necessary to make an adequate assessment.
The ULF wave boundary embedded inside the Venusian foreshock is the subject of the present work. Early
observations on the presence of low-frequency magnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctuations inside the Venusian foreshock
were reported by Hoppe and Russell (1981), Luhmann et al. (1983), Orlowski et al. (1995), and Russell et al.
(2006, and references therein). In their study of Venusian ULF waves, Orlowski et al. (1995) reported waves
characterized by amplitude in the order of ~1.2 nT, with a power spectrum that peaked at 0.08 Hz under
the background magnetic ﬁeld of ~12 nT. They also showed that the propagation is nearly parallel to the
ambient magnetic ﬁeld (θkB ~ 12°). The wave properties they attained were based on a case study. An extensive work on foreshock ULF waves upstream of the Venusian bow shock was carried out recently by Shan
et al. (2016). The authors restricted their study to waves that appear nearly monochromatic characterized
by an unambiguous power spectrum peak. In terms of statistical average, they found that the wave period
typically is equal to 27 s ± 10 s, while propagation angles typically are less than 30° with respect to the ambient magnetic ﬁeld. Both quasi-monochromatic and steepened ULF waves (e.g., shocklets) exist in planetary
foreshock. An early study showed that quasi-monochromatic ULF waves are located closer to the ion
foreshock boundary than the nonmonochromatic waves (Le & Russell, 1992), which conﬁrms a consensus
that steepened waves correspond to a later phase in the wave evolution process, while highly monochromatic waves represent an early stage (Omidi & Winske, 1990).
The existence of the terrestrial ULF foreshock boundary provides motivation to search for a similar boundary
at Venus. Foreshock ULF waves at the Earth and Venus present very similar properties (Shan et al., 2016),
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Figure 1. ULF wave foreshock boundary crossings observed by VEX with (a) α = 3° ± 1° and (b) α = 32° ± 2°. The parameter α is the IMF rotation angle between both
sides of the wave boundary. Dashed lines show the wave boundary.

although the two planets differ in terms of the global intrinsic magnetic ﬁeld (since Venus has none; e.g.,
Luhmann, 1986). Moreover, exploring the boundary may provide a better understanding of the wave
excitation mechanism. To date, the presence of backstreaming ions as a potential candidate for a free
energy source to Venusian foreshock waves remains to be experimentally established. A preliminary
investigation based on Pioneer Venus Orbiter magnetometer data was carried out by Greenstadt et al.
(1987, hereafter G87). The authors identiﬁed entries and exits of wavelike perturbations in the IMF
measurements as boundary crossings, as shown in Figure 1 of the G87 paper. Although only small
changes in the IMF direction are considered in the data selection, the boundary crossing is identiﬁed
based on visual inspection. For the present study, high-quality magnetic ﬁeld data from Venus Express
(VEX)-MAG in conjunction with stringent criteria deﬁning a boundary crossing are employed, which are
stated in detail in section 2. The results, discussion, and physical implications are given in sections 3–5,
respectively. Conclusions are presented in the last section.

2. Data Selection Methodology
VEX was launched on 9 November 2005, providing reliable measurements on the Venusian space environment. The highly elliptical polar orbit (period of 24 h) of VEX had an apogee of ~11 RV (Venus radius)
upstream of the Venusian bow shock. For each orbit, the spacecraft spends ~22 h in the solar wind and
is often inside the foreshock while crossing the bow shock twice per orbital period (Zhang et al., 2008).
The MAG instrument on board VEX provides 1 s sampling magnetic ﬁeld measurements throughout the
SHAN ET AL.
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full orbit (Zhang et al., 2006) for the full duration of the mission.
Only MAG 1 Hz data are used in the present study until February
2012, and the data rate is sufﬁcient for the study of foreshock ULF
waves with a general period of 20–30 s.
The IMF line foot point connected to the bow shock that lies on the
boundary separates a foreshock area into upstream and downstream
regions. However, in the case when the IMF rotation with respect to
the average IMF ahead of wave boundary crossing is sufﬁciently slow,
the satellite probes very close adjacent regions and the boundary can
be localized precisely. In this situation the magnetic ﬁeld direction
experiences a very small change across the upstream and downstream regions of the boundary. In order to select the events under
quasi-stationary IMF conditions, we also calculate the ambient
magnetic ﬁeld direction change angle α. The interval for calculating
average ﬁeld should be neither too long, thus accompanying
magnetic ﬁeld structure, nor too short as to create deviation because
of wave phase and amplitude variations. To avoid such effects, the
mean values of magnetic ﬁeld are calculated from an interval of 3
times TULF (wave period). The angle α = arccos(Bu·Bd/BuBd) can be
α (°)
calculated between the averages of magnetic ﬁeld upstream (Bu)
Figure 2. Histogram of the IMF rotation angle α associated with ULF wave bound- and downstream (Bd) of the wave boundary. For the present study,
ary crossings.
a rotation angle upper limit of αC (determined later) is used as a ﬁrst
quantitative criterion for identifying boundary crossings. Transitions
to or from a wave region accompanied by IMF rotations larger than αC are not taken into account because
we only concentrate on the quasi-stationary IMF condition. In addition, another criterion of qualitative nature
is used for data selection included in the present work. Our study is solely restricted to the quasimonochromatic foreshock wave, and their identiﬁcation criteria are illustrated in detail in a previous study
(Shan et al., 2016). The peak frequency with a sufﬁcient strong power of the wave is much less than the local
proton cyclotron frequency. The frequency band near the peak power should have a very narrow range. Our
choice of quasi-monochromatic waves is dictated by the reason that they correspond to a state close to the
initial phase of the wave growth, and our aim is to spatially localize where these waves initiate their growth.
Steepened nonlinear and proton cyclotron waves are excluded from the present study. Proton cyclotron
waves, related to the hydrogen exosphere (Delva et al., 2011, 2015) commonly observed upstream of the
Venusian bow shock, are not foreshock waves. From a visual perspective, a ULF boundary crossing corresponds to an appearance of a wave train onset or end.

Total crossings: 249

3. Wave Boundary Observation

θBX (°)
Figure 3. Histogram of IMF cone angle θBX for the 218 selected events.

SHAN ET AL.

Figure 1 depicts two events of ULF wave boundary crossings
observed by VEX associated with (a) α = 3° ± 1° and (b) α = 32° ± 2°,
respectively. The ﬁgure shows the magnetic ﬁeld components Bx, By,
and Bz in the Venus Solar Orbital (VSO) system. In the VSO coordinate
system, the origin is in the center of the planet, the X axis points
toward the Sun, the Y axis is parallel to the Venusian orbital velocity,
and the Z axis completes the right-hand system. The blue dashed
lines mark the boundary crossings. For event (a) on 12 December
2008, VEX crossed the wave boundary at ~07:58:30 UT. Downstream
of the boundary, progressive and coherent ULF waves appear with
moderate and gradual increase of wave amplitude. For event (b),
the boundary crossing results from a rapid and large change in the
IMF direction. A larger number of boundary crossings presenting signatures similar to those shown in Figure 1 have been identiﬁed. The
IMF rotation angle α associated with each crossing is estimated.
Figure 2 shows the histogram of α for a total of 249 ULF wave
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boundary crossings amid which 218 crossings are associated with α ≤ 15°
which can be taken as the value of the critical rotation angle αC
mentioned above.
In order to explore the foreshock boundary characteristics upon the
direction of the IMF, the selected boundary crossings are binned according to θBX intervals. Based on our criterion, 218 wave boundary crossings
are identiﬁed in the IMF cone angle range from 10° to 80°. Figure 3
shows the distributions of IMF cone angle for the selected boundary
crossings. Most of the events occur in the angle range
10° < θBX < 60° with a maximum in the 20°–30° range. We only found
four events for θBX > 60°; consequently, the statistics are not sufﬁcient
for a reliable determination of the boundary for this range. Therefore,
our study is restricted for boundary crossings occurring for
0° ≤ θBX ≤ 60°. For the selected events, the orbital and magnetic ﬁeld
data are transformed from VSO into an aberrated solar ecliptic system,
which has an angle 4.7° from VSO frame because of the Venus orbital
Figure 4. Schematic representation of the solar foreshock coordinates (SFC) motion (~35 km/s). In order to explore the foreshock boundary characteristics upon the direction of the IMF, the selected boundary crossings
system. The SFC frame is a cross section of the bow shock in the B-VSW plane.
Each boundary crossing is localized with the coordinates μ and ν. (xt, yt) and
are binned according to θBX (refer to Figure 4) intervals. To allow
(xo, yo) are the coordinates of the IMF line tangent point to the bow shock
comparison with previous studies, ﬁve 10° θBX intervals respectively
model and the observation point, respectively. Gray line represents the bow
centered on 15°, 25°, 35°, 45°, and 55° are selected for statistical study.
shock model.
To determine the ULF boundary spatial location, we transformed the
data from the aberrated solar ecliptic system into the solar foreshock coordinates (SFC) frame initially
introduced by GB86. Figure 4 shows the schematic representation of the SFC frame. The same system
of coordinates was used previously in foreshock boundary studies (MD98; Andrés et al., 2013; A15). The
SFC frame is a cross section of the bow shock in the B-VSW plane containing the observation point. In this
plane, the X axis points sunward, X-Y plane is the same as B-VSW plane, and the coordinates to locate a
boundary crossing are μ (distance along the tangent line) and ν (distance from the IMF tangent line along
the Sun-planet usually called depth inside the foreshock) given by the following (shown in Figure 4):
μ¼

v¼

yo  yt
;
sinθBX

(1)

yo  yt
þ xt  xo
tanθBX

where (xt, yt) and (xo, yo) are the coordinates of the IMF line tangent point to the bow shock model and the
observation point, respectively. In Figure 4, the gray curve represents the model bow shock. It should be
noted that since most of the waves are identiﬁed during a solar minimum activity phase, the used bow shock
model is selected accordingly (Shan et al., 2015). In addition, the errors δμ and δν on μ and ν resulting from
shock model parameters uncertainty are also estimated:
δμ ¼

δR
δR
; δv ¼
;
tanθBX
sinθBX

(2)

where δR~0.248 RV is the uncertainty which includes the variation on the standoff distance between two
models and the mean of the absolute deviation. On the basis of equation (2), the errors are quite small
compared with μ or ν when the cone angle θBX > 10°. In our study, there are no cases with θBX less than
13°; therefore, the estimations of μ and ν are entailed with small errors.
With equation (1), we calculate the coordinates μ and ν for every wave boundary crossing in the SFC system.
Figure 5 shows the corresponding scatterplots for ﬁxed cone angles θBX intervals: (a) 10° ≤ θBX ≤ 20°, (b)
20° ≤ θBX ≤ 30°, (c) 30° ≤ θBX ≤ 40°, (d) 40° ≤ θBX ≤ 50°, and (e) 50° ≤ θBX ≤ 60°. On the same plot, the continuous
line represents the best linear ﬁt (ν = aμ + b) for every θBX range. a and b are the ﬁtting slope and intercept for
the wave boundary in the SFC frame. It clearly appears that the boundary is quite well deﬁned for
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Figure 5. Scatterplots of boundary crossings for ﬁve θBX ranges in SFC system. The continuous line corresponds to the best linear ﬁt. Sample size and boundary characteristics are indicated inside each panel.

20° ≤ θBX ≤ 40°, the individual points approximately line up along the best ﬁt line, which is reﬂected in a
relatively high linear regression correlation coefﬁcient (>0.7). The correlation coefﬁcient of the foreshock
boundary location is 0.80 for θBX > 50° and 0.58 for 40° ≤ θBX ≤ 50°. The parameters of the regression line
for the wave boundary at different IMF conditions are summarized in Table 1. We also report the results
Table 1
Parameters of Regression Line ν = aμ + b for the ULF Wave Boundary at Different IMF Cone Angles
This study
θBX (deg)
10–20
20–30
30–40
40–50
50–60

SHAN ET AL.

G87

MD98

a

b

correlation correlation

a

b

0.61(±0.14)
0.66(±0.06)
0.61(±0.08)
0.55(±0.14)
0.54(±0.13)

7.05(±6.92)
5.70(±1.62)
2.63(±1.46)
0.99(±2.05)
0.79(±1.67)

0.59
0.77
0.73
0.58
0.62

0.62

0.91

A15

a

b

a

b

0.56(±0.02)
0.71(±0.03)
0.64(±0.02)
0.66(±0.02)

20.60(±2.45)
20.22(±1.48)
10.38(±0.68)
9.23(0.61)

0.56(±0.08)
0.55(±0.08)
0.67(±0.09)
0.77(±0.10)

6.97(±5.21)
6.43(±3.66)
8.69(±3.48)
10.40(±3.14)
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from G87 (Venus), MD98 (Earth), and A15 (Earth) for comparison. It is
also found that the regression line has a general trend of a decreasing
slope with increasing θBX, except for IMF angle 10° ≤ θBX ≤ 20°, which
is also illustrated by Figure 6. For different IMF angle range, the slopes
are plotted with mean absolute deviations.
The equation of the wave boundary can also be shown in the B-VSW
plane, which is given by
y¼

sinθBX
sinθBX
ðb  x o Þ  y o ;
xþ
cosθBX  a
cosBXa

(3)

where a and b are the parameters from the best linear ﬁt for each θBX
range shown in Figure 5.
Figure 6. Variation of the boundary slope versus θBX. The slope and the associated error bar are obtained from the best linear ﬁt shown in Figure 5.

(a)

(b)

Using 1 Hz magnetic ﬁeld data from VEX-MAG instrument, we investigated the existence of the foreshock boundary for quasi-monochromatic ULF waves under quasi-stationary
IMF conditions. Previous studies of the ULF foreshock wave boundary did not distinguish whether these
waves were quasi-monochromatic or steepened (GB86; G87; Andrés et al., 2013; A15). The present study
focuses on the quasi-monochromatic ULF foreshock wave boundary. The waves are identiﬁed by the quantitative criteria described in detail in a previous study (Shan et al., 2016). Both quasi-monochromatic and steepened ULF waves (e.g., shocklets) exist in a planetary foreshock. We examined every wave event ensuring
that it occurs in the foreshock region with a shock model. Based on the criteria used in this paper, a total
of 218 ULF foreshock wave boundary crossings are identiﬁed for θBX from 10° to 80°. It is also found that most
of the events (~93%) occur in the IMF cone angle range from 10° to 50°. Every selected event is located in the
foreshock region with μ and ν coordinates, and we show that these coordinates are entailed with a small error
when the IMF cone angle is larger than 10°. The nominal cone angle depends on the heliocentric distance in
the Parker spiral model. For different IMF cone angles, the wave crossings have different ranges of μ and ν.
Large (small) cone angles contribute to small (large) values of μ and ν. Based on the obtained results shown
in Figure 5, we demonstrate that the ULF wave foreshock boundary at
Venus is well deﬁned for 20° ≤ θBX ≤ 40°. For higher cone angle values,
the boundary appears to vary more. The dependence of the boundary
upon the cone angle is conﬁrmed, a result in agreement with previous
observations at the Earth (GB86; A15) and Venus (G87). For the angle
range 30° ≤ θBX ≤ 40° (Figure 5c), the slope and the intercept of the ﬁt
line for quasi-monochromatic ULF wave boundary are 0.61 and 2.63
RV, respectively. As shown in Table 1, taking account of uncertainties
(±1.46 for intercepts) of the boundary, our results are consistent with
the previous determination by G87.
ν (RV)

ν (RV)
Figure 7. Histogram of ν for (a) quasi-monochromatic foreshock ULF waves and
(b) all 10 min intervals of VEX spatial exploration in the foreshock. The location
of middle point of 10 min interval is used for calculating the latter ν.

SHAN ET AL.

4. Discussion

Figure 7a shows the normalized distributions of foreshock depth for
218 wave boundary crossings. The total is 218 (100%). Figure 7b
shows the normalized distributions of the depth for each 10 min
window of VEX spatial exploration in the foreshock. A total of
37,658 events (10 min interval per event) is identiﬁed in the
foreshock regions. For the latter distribution (Figure 7b), the numerical value of ν is determined for every 10 min interval from all the
data when VEX is in the foreshock region. Figure 7a clearly shows
that most of boundary crossings (~ 86%) occur for a foreshock
depth range 0 < ν < 20 RV, while VEX quite often has a smaller
depth (< 10 RV) shown by Figure 7b. The ULF wave boundary is
observed much deeper in the ion foreshock, which is consistent
with foreshock knowledge when we take account of the ﬁnite
growth rate of foreshock waves.
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Table 2
ULF Wave Foreshock Boundary Angle (θUWFB), θVn, and θBn, for Different IMF Cone
Angle Ranges
θBX (deg)

θUWFB (deg)

10–20
20–30
30–40
40–50
50–60

36.0 ± 21.3
59.7 ± 14.4
69.9 ± 13.7
77.4 ± 16.6
87.6 ± 14.2

The general decrease of the boundary slope versus the cone angle is
another important result of the present study. This result contrasts
with A15 ﬁndings on the terrestrial foreshock. Since Venus lacks a
θBn (deg)
θVn (deg)
global magnetic ﬁeld, its bow shock is much smaller as well as its associated
foreshock when compared to the terrestrial foreshock (Slavin et
60.9 ± 13.1
65.8 ± 15.5
54.1 ± 13.0
65.4 ± 14.4
al., 1979). It should be noted that all the events in our study occur for
47.1 ± 12.7
66.4 ± 14.3
θBX > 13°, which may result in the smaller value of the slope in the
43.6 ± 18.7
61.8 ± 11.6
10° ≤ θBX ≤ 20° range than expected. In the A15 study, the wave
61.8 ± 14.9
48.9 ± 23.7
boundaries have larger values of μ (with ranges 50 RE < μ < 80 RE
and 20 RE < μ < 50 RE for 20° ≤ θBX ≤ 30° and 40° ≤ θBX ≤ 50°, respectively; while there are 0 < μ < 50 RV and 0 < μ < 20 RV in the present study), which may result from the different spacecraft orbital coverage. As for the slope, it generally depends on the foreshock geometry and the
IMF cone angle, which agrees with previous studies (GB86; Skadron et al., 1988). In addition, A15 study is not
solely based on quasi-monochromatic wave train; this may also explain the main differences of the foreshock
wave boundary found between the Earth and Venus. Different ranges of μ may result from the different
orbital coverage.

5. Physical Implications
The spatial location of the foreshock wave boundary provides insights into the energy source for the ULF
wave excitation, particularly that inferring to the properties of backstreaming ions. Before we inspect the link
between the ULF boundary and the dynamics of backstreaming ions, it is instructive to examine the inclination of the foreshock with respect to the Venus-Sun direction. Based on equation (3), the inclination angle
θUWFB (angle between wave boundary and X axis) can be calculated using the numerical values of a given in
Table 2. As expected, we found that the inclination of the boundary increases with the cone angle. For
30° ≤ θBX ≤ 40° at Venus, we found that the ULF wave boundary makes an angle of 69.9° ± 13.7°. For
40° ≤ θBX ≤ 50°, the inclination angle is 77.4° ± 16.6°, which is similar to an early result of 80° (G87). At the
terrestrial foreshock, A15 found a slope of 87.0° ± 6.0°. Compared with that at the Earth, the boundary inclination for θBX = 45° is in agreement with the theoretical determination (78°) of Skadron et al. (1988) study and is
also in very good agreement with the outer boundary of FABs (77° ± 3°) (Meziane et al., 2004).
We ﬁrst examine the intersection of the wave boundary location with the bow shock model. We have found
that the boundary intersects the shock surface for all θBX ranges considered here. For every foreshock wave
boundary, we then determined the shock normal n at the intersection point and deduced the angles θVn and
θBn that n makes with the solar wind and the IMF direction, respectively. We assume that the solar wind velocity is antiparallel to the X axis, so θVn is between the shock normal vector and X axis. The numerical values of
θVn and θBn with their uncertainty are given in Table 2. There is a trend that
the shock angle θBn decreases with θBX except for the range
50° ≤ θBX ≤ 60°, which can be attributed to the poorest statistics since there
are only 11 events. In all cases, it appears that the ULF boundary crosses
the bow shock with a quasi-perpendicular geometry (θBn ≥ 45°), a result
that is in agreement with the A15 study on the terrestrial foreshock. This
result also agrees that the foreshock waves with larger IMF cone angle
exist in a region with a smaller shock angle.
Following the footsteps of MD98 study, we also examine the particle
momentum associated with the ULF foreshock wave boundary at Venus.
The guiding center velocity VGC of a ion traveling along the ULF wave
boundary can be expressed in terms of the slope of the boundary in the
(μ, ν) plane. In terms of the solar wind speed VSW, VGC = PGCVSW and
MD98 have demonstrated that
Figure 8. The dependence of P2GC on cosθBX. P2GC represents the energy of
ions traveling along the wave boundary. The continuous line corresponds
to the best linear ﬁt.
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P2GC ¼ 1  2P cosθBX þ P2

(4)

where P is the particle parallel velocity (normalized to the solar wind
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speed) expressed in the plasma rest frame of reference. The factor P is related to the boundary inclination
θUWFB by (MD98):
P¼

tanθUWFB
tanθUWFB cosθBX  sinθBX

The magnitude of PGC for each θBX can be directly evaluated from the results shown in Table 2.
In Figure 8 we report the numerical values of P2GCversus cosθBX; these values are solely based on the slope of
the ULF boundary. It appears that the dependence of P2GC upon θBX may be approximated by a function given
by the best linear ﬁt: P2GC ¼ 5:13  4:92 cosθBX . The qualitative agreement with expression (4) provides an
estimation of the particle speed PGC VSW of an ion traveling along the ULF boundary. Using the results of
the linear regression and for the IMF angle (θBX = 36°) (Volwerk et al., 2008), ions traveling along the boundary
have a guiding center speed VGC = 1.07 VSW.
The inferred particle velocity combined with the ULF boundary parameters allows speciﬁc insight on the
production mechanism of ions susceptible to provide the energy source for the wave excitation. Based on
the values obtained shown in Table 2, the specular reﬂection is immediately ruled out since ions produced
by this mechanism escape upstream only for θBn less than 40° (Schwartz et al., 1983). There is a possibility that
a local curved shock or ripple (local quasi-parallel) may transform gyrating ions to FAB (Yamauchi et al., 2011).
The quasi-adiabatic reﬂection of a portion of the solar wind (Sonnerup, 1969) is another mechanism often
invoked to account for FABs present in the terrestrial foreshock. With respect to the planet reference frame,
the model predicts that the particle energization P2GC is linearly dependent upon cosθBX, which is in qualitative
agreement with the linear ﬁt of Figure 8. The observations pointed out that ions propagating along terrestrial
ion foreshock have an average speed twice the solar wind speed that is consistent with Sonnerup’s mechanism. The magnitude of P derived from the ULF wave boundary above may suggest that the mechanism operating at the Venusian bow shock is similar to that at the Earth bow shock (Andrés et al., 2015). Production and
acceleration of ions upstream of the Venusian bow shock have already been investigated by Yamauchi et al.
(2011) using VEX observations, but they did not look into the relationships with ULF waves. A detailed case
study of the evolution of the ion distributions across the ULF wave boundary is necessary to conﬁrm the
proposed scenario.

6. Conclusion
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SHAN ET AL.

Using 1 Hz magnetic ﬁeld data obtained by VEX mission, we investigated the existence of the foreshock
boundary of quasi-monochromatic ULF waves upstream of Venus bow shock. The data support a welldeﬁned spatial boundary where no ULF waves are present upstream. The location of the boundary is sensitive
to the IMF cone angle and intersects the bow shock at quasi-perpendicular geometries. For a nominal direction of the IMF (θBX = 36°) corresponding to the Parker spiral, the boundary makes an angle of ~70° with
respect to the Venus-Sun direction. Ions traveling along this boundary have bulk speed, estimated by the
model, equal to 1.07 VSW. The variation of the energy ﬂow of particles traveling along the ULF boundary with
the cone angle strongly suggests that solar wind ions reﬂected quasi-adiabatically at the bow shock are
suitable candidates for the energy source for the wave excitation. Although Venus lacks a global magnetic
ﬁeld, the planet presents similar foreshock features to those seen at Earth.
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